A transcutaneous bone digitizer for minimally invasive registration in orthopedics: a real-time focused ultrasound beam approach.
Computer-guided navigation of surgical tool position in computer-assisted orthopedic systems requires the registration of computer tomographic (CT) images with underlying bone. This process is presently performed by manually digitizing points on bone with a pointer and aligning them to a preoperative CT scan. We propose the use of ultrasound to obtain points on bone transcutaneously. A custom-made A-mode probe features a modular lens focusing system and a one-step calibration method. A stable and precise echo detection algorithm is also implemented. The accuracies of three signal detection algorithms--standard deviation, cross-correlation (XCORR) and short-time Fourier transform--were compared using a known reflected signal. XCORR showed the most accurate and stable operation. To test our method of obtaining bone surface points, a plastic model of the fourth human lumbar vertebra was CT scanned and then immersed in a water bath. Six surface registrations of the vertebra using an accurate pointing device were compared to ten registrations obtained using the US probe (using the XCORR algorithm). Student's T-test showed no significant difference in error between the two methods, proving that ultrasound registration, using our method, is equivalent to the more conventional pointer method.